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Abstract- - In this paper, we propose a self-stabilizing algorithm for finding shortest paths in a 
distributed system in which a central daemon is assumed. The correctness of the proposed algorithm 
is proved by using the bounded function technique. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of the self-stabilization in a distributed system was first introduced by Dijkstra in his 
classic paper [1] in 1974. According to him, a distributed system is self-stabilizing if regardless 
of any initial global state, the system can automatically adjust itself to eventually converge to a 
legitimate state and then stay in legitimate state thereafter unless it incurs a subsequent transient 
fault. 
Self-stabilizing algorithms for finding shortest paths in a distributed system have been inves- 
tigated during the past [2-5]. The main work in this paper is to provide a concise proof for 
the correctness of a commonly used algorithm for the shortest path problem by employing the 
bounded function technique. The inspiration of using the bounded function in the proof comes 
from [6]. 
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the algorithm is proposed and the 
meaning of the legitimate state is explained. In Section 3, an example illustrates the execution of 
the algorithm. In Section 4, the correctness proof of the algorithm is given. Finally, in Section 5, 
some remarks complete the whole discussion. 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
As usual, we use a connected undirected graph G = (V, E) to model a distributed system, with 
each node i c V representing a processor in the system and each edge {i, j} E E representing the 
bidirectional link connecting processors i and j. Following Dijkstra [1], the system assumes the 
presence of a central daemon who can randomly select one among all the privileged processors 
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to make a move; the central daemon need not be fair in any sense. We should mention here that 
for the shortest path problem, it suffices to consider only simple graphs, i.e., graphs without any 
loop and multiple edge. 
In the system, each edge e = { i , j}  is preassigned a weight (or length) w(e) = w( i , j ) ,  which 
is a positive integer. If L = (el ,e2, . . .  ,et) is a path in G, the weight (or length) of L, w(L), is 
t W defined to be ~-]~k=l (ek). For any two nodes i and j in V, a shortest path between i and j is a 
path of minimum weight which connects i and j; the weight of a shortest path between i and j 
is called the distance between i and j and is denoted by d(i, j) .  
The so-called shortest path problem can be phrased as follows: suppose a node r in G is 
specified as the source of the system. We want to find for each node i in G, a shortest path 
between i and the source r. 
The self-stabilizing algorithm for finding shortest paths in the system is given below. Note 
that in the algorithm, d(i) stands for a local variable of the node i and N(i)  = {j • V [ { i , j}  
• E} denotes the set of all neighbors of i. The value of each local variable d(i) is in the range 
{0,1,2,...}. 
Self-stabilizing algorithm for finding shortest paths in a distributed system: 
{For the source r} 
(R0) d(r) ¢ 0 ---+ d(r) := O. 
{For node i ~ r} 
(R1) d(i) ¢ minjeg(i)(d(j)  ÷ w( i , j ) )  --~ d(i) := minjeN(i)(d(j ) + w(i , j ) ) .  
The legitimate states for the system are defined to be those states in which d(r) = 0 and V i ¢ r, 
d(i) = minjeN(~)(d(j ) + w(i , j ) ) .  The meaning of the legitimate states can be seen from the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. I f  the system G = (V,E) is in any legitimate state, then Vi • V, d(i) = d(i,r). 
PROOF. First, let each node v ~ r select a neighbor k with d(k) + w(v, k) = minjey(v)(d( j  ) + 
w(v, j ) )  to be its predecessor, denoted by p(v). Since d(p(v)) + w(v,p(v)) = minjeg( , ) (d( j  ) + 
w(v, j ) )  ---- d(v), we have d(p(v))+w(v,p(v)) = d(v) and d(p(v)) < d(v) for any v ¢ r. Let i ¢ r be 
any arbitrary node in V. If we trace predecessors from i on, we will get a sequence (v0, vl, v2,.. • ) 
with v0 = i and p(vk) = Vk+l for any k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  If the tracing does not reach the source r at 
any point, then the tracing will continue indefinitely. That means the above sequence is infinite. 
Since d(vk) -~ d(Vk+l) ÷ w(vk,vk+l) for any k, we then have d(i) = d(vo) > d(Vl) > -.. > 0, 
i.e., we get infinitely many integers between d(i) and 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
the tracing must reach the source r at a certain point and then terminate. Consequently, the 
sequence (v0, Vl, v2,. . .  ) is actually a finite one (v0, V l , . . . ,  vt) which terminates at vt = r. This 
sequence of nodes (v0, V l , . . . ,  vt) defines a path from v0 = i to vt = r. The weight (or length) of 
the path equals 
w(v0, Vl) + W(Vl, +. . .  + v<) 
= w(vo,vl) + W(Vl,V2) +""  + (w(vt- l ,Vt) + d(vt)) 
---- W(V0,Vl) ÷ W(Vl, V2) ÷ " " " + (W(Vt-2, Vt-1) ÷ d(vt -1)  ) 
. . . . .  w(vo,vl) '+ d(vl) 
= d(vo)  
= d(i). 
So we get a path from i to r which has the weight d(i). Therefore, d(i) > d(i, r). 
Next, we need only to show that d(i) <_ d(i, r) for any i. Let {d(i, r) I i • V} = {do, d l , . . . ,  dr} 
with 0 - -  do < dl < -.. < dr. For any node i  with d(i,r) = do, i must be the source r and 
d(i) = O. Thus, d(i) <_ d(i,r). Let k be any integer, with 0 < k < t. Assume that for any 
node i with d(i,r) <_ dk, d(i) < d(i,r). Then consider any node i with d(i,r) = dk+l. Let 
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(v l ,v2, . . .  ,vs) be a shortest path connecting node i and the source r with Vl : i and v8 -- r. 
Then (v2, v3, . . . ,  vs) is a shortest path connecting node v2 and r and d(v2, r) < d(i, r) = dk+l. 
Therefore, d(v2, r) _< dk and we have d(v2) _< d(v2, r) by the induction hypothesis. But then 
d(i) = d(vi) = minjeN(i)(d(j) + w(i, j)) < d(v2) + w(i, v2) = d(v2, r) + w(i, v2) = d(i, r). Thus, 
we have proved that for any i E V, d(i) <_ d(i, r). Consequently, d(i) = d(i, r) for any i E V. I 
Thus, as is obvious from the above theorem, there is actually only one legitimate state and 
when the system is in the legitimate state, the local variable d(i) records the distance between i 
and r, for any i E V. 
3. AN ILLUSTRATION 
Figure 1 illustrates the execution of the algorithm. There are six states in Figure 1. In each 
state, the shaded nodes represent privileged nodes, whereas the shaded node with a darkened 
circle stands for the privileged node selected by the central daemon to make a move. 
4. CORRECTNESS PROOF 
For the sake of presentation, (R1) is split into two rules 
(Rl-a) d(i) < min (d(j) ÷ w(i,j)) --* d(i) := min (d(j) ÷ w(i, j)) and 
jEW(i) jqN(i) 
(Rl-b) d(i) > min (d(j) + w(i, j)) --~ d(i) := min (d(j) + w(i, j)). 
jEW(i) jeW(i) 
In view of the algorithm, Lemmas 1 and 2 are obvious. 
LEMMA 1. NO DEADLOCK. The system is deadlock-Tree in each illegitimate state. 
LEMMA 2. CLOSURE. No node is privileged when the system is in the legitimate state. 
Next, we want to prove the convergence of the algorithm, that is, we want to show: starting 
with any initial state, the system will converge to the legitimate state. So for the following 
discussion, we let the initial state of the system be fixed. For the sake of presentation i the 
following proofs, we define some terminologies and design three bounded functions. Since the 
system G -- (V, E) is a connected graph, a spanning tree T of G exists. If we choose the source r
to be the root, then T becomes a rooted tree. For each node i in the system, let dinit (i) be the 
d(i) in the initial state and let the value du(i) be defined recursively by 
(1) du(r) = dinit(r);  and 
(2) for i ¢ r, du(i) = max{dinit(i), du(p) + w(i,p)}, where p is the parent of i in T. 
LEMMA 3. For each node i in the system, d(i) < du(i) at any time. 
PROOF. For the source r, d(r) < du(r) at any time is obvious. Let l(i) stand for the level of 
node i in T. Assume that for any node i with l(i) = k, d(i) < d~(i) at any time. Then consider 
any node i with l(i) -- k + 1. Let t be any fixed time. 
(1) If node i has not yet made a move at and before t, then d(i) = dinit(i) ~_ d~(i). 
(2) If node i has made a move at or before t, let tl _< t be the last instant when i makes a 
move. 
Then at the moment +, 
d(i) = min (d(j) + w(i, j)) 
j eg( i )  
< d(p) + w(i,p), where p is the parent of i in T 
<_ du(p) + w(i,p) 
<_ du(i). 
Thus, d(i) < d~(i) at t. Therefore, we have proved that for any node i E V, d(i) < du(i). I 
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Central daemon picks d( 
i to make a move. 
d( 
Central daemon picks 
r to make a move. 
d(s)=2 
r)=4 
d(s)=2 
)=4 
d(s~2 
The initial state 
Source r is privileged by R(0). 
Node t is privileged by R(1). 
Nodej is privileged by R(1). 
Node k is privileged by R(1), 
Node s is privileged by R(I). 
Source r is privileged by R(0). 
Nodej is privileged by R(1). 
Node k is privileged by R(1). 
Node s is privileged by R(1), 
Nodejis privileged by R(1). 
Node k is privileged by R(1). 
Node s is privileged by R(1). 
d( )=4 
Central daemon picks 
s to make a move. 
~s~l  Node i is privileged by R(1), 
Node s is privileged by R(1). 
dO', )=4 
Central daemon picks 
i to make a move. 
d(s)=l Nodej is privileged by R(1). 
dq 0 =4 
Central daemon picks 
j to make a move. 
~ d(r)=O 
dU) =6 5 ~ 3 d(k)=4 
The legit imate state 
Figure 1. An example which illustrates the execution of the algorithm. 
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A node i ¢ r is called a turn node whenever d(i) < minjeN(i)(d(j ) + w(i , j )) ;  otherwise, it 
is called a nonturn node. If i is a turn node and d(i) = k, then it is called a k-turn node. By 
definition, A (k) is the set of all k-turn nodes in the system and tk = ]A(k)[ is the cardinality 
of A (k). Let m = maxiev du(i) and let F1 = (to, t l , . . . ,  tin), F2 = ~-~iev d(i), and F = (F1,/;'2). 
Note that all these functions including A (k), tk, F1, F2, and F have a common domain, the set of 
all global states. We compare the Fl-values as well as the F-values by lexicographic order. Thus, 
for any two global states $1 and $2, FI(S1) < F1($2) if and only if there is a k E {0, 1, . . .  ,m} 
such that tj(S1) = tj(S2) for any j < k and tk(S1) < tk(S2), whereas F(S1) < F(S2) if and only 
if FI(S1) < F1($2) or [FI(S1) = F1($2) and F2($1) < F2($2)]. Obviously, all the F-values are 
bounded below by (0, 0 , . . . ,  0) and between any particular F-value and (0, 0 , . . . ,  0), there can be 
only a finite number of F-values possible. 
LEMMA 4. 
(1) A node which is a turn node right before the system makes a move cannot contribute to 
the increase of tk, for any k, after the move of the system. 
(2) The source r cannot contribute to the increase of any tk. 
PROOF. 
(1) Let node i be an/ - turn  node right before the system makes a move. Then i is not the 
source r, by definition. If i is the node of the system which makes the move, then it must 
execute (R1). But then it becomes a nonturn node and contributes to the decrease of 
tt by 1. So in this case, i does not contribute to the increase of any tk. If i is not the 
node to move in the system, then d(i) remains unchanged after the move of the system. 
Obviously, i either becomes a nonturn node or remains an /-turn node. In either case, 
i does not contribute to the increase of any tk. 
(2) Since, by definition, the source r is never a turn node, it does not affect tk for any k. | 
LEMMA 5. F1 does not increase each time after rule (RO) is executed in the system. 
PROOF. By Lemma 4, we need only to show that any nonturn node which is not the source r
cannot contribute to the increase of F1. Let i be any nonturn node right before rule (R0) is 
executed in the system and i ¢ r. Thus, d(i) >_ minjeN(i ) (d( j )+w(i ,  j ))  before (R0) is executed. 
(1) If i E N(r) ,  then after (R0) is executed by the source r, d(r) decreases and d(i) as well as 
d(j), for any j E N(i)  - {r}, remains unchanged. Hence, d(i) >_ minjeN(i)(d(j ) + w( i , j ) )  
still and i remains a nonturn node. So i does not affect any tk. 
(2) If i E V -  (N(r) U{r}), then after (R0) is executed by the source r, d(i) as well as d(j), for 
any j E N(i), remains unchanged. So d(i) >_ minjeN(~)(d(j) + w(i , j ) )  still and / remains 
a nonturn node. So i does not affect any tk. 
From (1),(2) above, any nonturn node cannot contribute to the increase of F1. The lemma is 
proved. | 
LEMMA 6. /72 decreases each time after rule ([tO) is executed in the system. 
PROOF. Since, after the rule is executed, d(r) decreases and Vx E V - (r}, d(x) remains un- 
changed, F2 = }-~iev d( i) decreases definitely. | 
LEMMA 7. F1 decreases each time after rule (Rl-a) is executed in the system. 
PROOF. Let node i be the node of the system which executes the rule and let d(i) = l right 
before the execution. 
(1) Since i is an/ - turn node right before the execution of rule (Rl-a) and is a nonturn node 
after the execution, i contributes to the decrease of tt by 1. 
(2) By Lemma 4, the source and all those nodes which are turn nodes right before the execution 
do not contribute to the increase of any tk after the execution. 
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(3) If node j E V - (N(i) U{i}) is a nonturn node right before the execution, then by the 
same argument as in (2) in the proof of Lemma 5, j remains a nonturn node after the 
execution, and therefore, does not affect any tk. 
(4) If node j E N(i) is any nonturn node right before the execution, then d(j) > minkeg(j) 
(d(k) +w(j, k)) right before the execution. If d(i)+w(j, i) > minkeg(j)(d(k)+w(j,  k)) right 
before the execution, then after the execution, d(i) increases, and hence, minkeg(j)(d(k)+ 
w(j, k)) remains unchanged; and therefore, d(j) > minkeg(j)(d(k) + w(j, k)) still and j 
remains a nonturn node. So in this case, j does not affect any tk. If d(i) + w(j, i) = 
minkeg(j) (d(k) + w(j, k)) right before the execution, then d(j) > d(i) + w(j, i) > d(i) = l; 
and therefore, after the execution, j either remains a nonturn node or becomes an s-turn 
node, where s = d(j) > I. So in this case, j either does not affect any tk or can only 
contribute to the increase of some ts with s > I. 
From all the above, we can see tl decreases by at least 1 and tk remains unchanged for any 
k < l, and therefore, F1 decreases after the execution of rule (Rl-a). | 
LEMMA 8. F1 does not increase each time after rule (Rl-b) is executed in the system. 
PROOF. Let node i be the node of the system which executes the rule. 
(1) By Lemma 4, the source and all those nodes which are turn nodes right before the execution 
do not contribute to the increase of any tk after the execution. 
(2) Node i is a nonturn node right before and right after it executes rule (Rl-b). Hence, i
does not affect any tk. 
(3) Let node j be any nonturn node right before the execution. Thus, d(j) >>_ minkey(j)(d(k)+ 
w(j, k)). 
CASE a. j E V -  (N(i) U {i}). 
By the same argument as in (2) in the proof of Lemma 4, j remains a nonturn node after the 
execution, and therefore, does not affect any tk. 
CASE b. j E N(i). 
Since, after the execution, d(i) decreases and d(j) as well as d(k), for any k c N( j )  -{ i} ,  remain 
unchanged, minke N(j) ( d( k ) + w(j, k ) ) does not increase. Thus, d(j) >_ minkeN(j) (d( k ) + w(j, k ) ) 
still, and therefore, j remains a nonturn node after the execution. Hence, j does not affect any tk. 
From all the above, we can see that F1 does not increase after the execution of rule (Rl-b). | 
LEMMA 9. F2 decreases each time after rule (Rl-b) is executed in the system. 
PROOF. Let node i be the node which executes (Rl-b). Since d(i) decreases and Vx E V - {i}, 
d(x) remains unchanged after i executes (Rl-b), F2 = ~-~iey d(i) decreases definitely. | 
THEOREM 2. F decreases each time after rule (RO), (Rl-a), or (Rl-b) is executed in the system. 
PROOF. Obvious from Lemmas 5-9. | 
THEOREM 3. The algorithm is self-stabilizing. 
PROOF. The convergence property of the algorithm follows from Lemma 1, Theorem 2, the 
fact that F is bounded below by (0,0, . . . ,  0), and the fact that between the initial value and 
(0, 0 , . . . ,  0), there can only be a finite number of F-values possible; and the closure property of 
the algorithm follows immediately from Lemma 2. | 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the above, we have shown that the algorithm ensures that regardless of any initial state, 
the system will self-stabilize ventually in the legitimate state and in the legitimate state, the 
local variable of each node records the distance between the node and the source. As soon as 
the system reaches the legitimate state, finding shortest paths is indeed an easy task. First, each 
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node i selects from the set (k  E N( i )  [ d(k) ÷ w(i, k) = min jeg( i ) (d( j  ) ÷ w( i , j ) )}  a neighbor k to 
be its predecessor. Then, by tracing the predecessors, a path from each node to the source can 
be found, which is exactly a shortest path (cf. the proof of Theorem 1). 
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